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Feeling-into (q.v.\ as a whole, is a process of introjection,
since it serves to bring the object into an intimate relation
with the subject. In order to establish this relation, the
subject detaches a content (a feeling-, for instance) from
himself; he then transveys it into, therewith animating,
the object, which he thus relates to the subjective sphere.
The active form of projection, however, is also an act
of judgment which aims at a separation of subject and
object In this case a subjective judgment is detached
from the subject as a valid statement of the case, and is
transveyed into the object; by so doing the subject dis-
tinguishes himself from the object Accordingly, pro-
jection is a process of introversion, since, in contrast to
introjection, it leads not to a linking-up and assimilation
but to a differentiation and separation of subject from
object. Hence it plays a leading part in paranoia, which
usually ends in a total isolation of the subject.
44, Rational; The rational is the reasonable, that
which accords with reason. I conceive reason as an
attitude whose principle is to shape thought, feeling, and
action in accordance with objective values. Objective
values are established by the average experience of
external facts on the one hand, and of inner psychological
facts on the other. Such experiences, however, could
represent no objective c value', if ' valued' as such by the
subject; for this would already amount to an act of reason.
But the reasoning attitude, which permits us to declare as
valid objective values in general, is not the work of the
individual subject, but the product of human history.
Most objective values—and reason itself among them—
—are firmly established complexes handed down to us
through the ages, to the organization of which countless
generations have laboured with the same necessity with
which the nature of the living organism, in general, reacts

